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Ice Fishing

    James is accompanying his grandfather. They are going to a nearby

lake for ice !shing. James wore a blue pullover, a black 

overcoat and gloves. He also wore brown ankle boots. 

Grandfather carried two stools, an axe to chop the ice 

and make a hole, and a heater to prevent the !shing hole 

from freezing back. They also carried a !shing 

rod and spear. Ice !shing requires a lot of 

patience as !nding a !sh may not be that 

easy. Thus, they packed enough food as they 

would be active from dawn to dusk.

Answer the following.

1)  Write a statement from the passage to show its winter?

2)  What did James wear?

4)  Why did they carry a heater?

5)  What !shing equipments were carried?

3)  Did they pack food? Why?
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Ice Fishing

    James is accompanying his grandfather. They are going to a nearby

lake for ice !shing. James wore a blue pullover, a black 

overcoat and gloves. He also wore brown ankle boots. 

Grandfather carried two stools, an axe to chop the ice 

and make a hole, and a heater to prevent the !shing hole 

from freezing back. They also carried a !shing 

rod and spear. Ice !shing requires a lot of 

patience as !nding a !sh may not be that 

easy. Thus, they packed enough food as they 

would be active from dawn to dusk.

Answer the following.

1)  Write a statement from the passage to show its winter?

'They are going to a nearby lake for ice �shing'. This line 

shows its winter.

2)  What did James wear?

James wore a blue pullover, a black overcoat and gloves.

4)  Why did they carry a heater?

They carried a heater to prevent the �shing hole from freezing 

back.

5)  What !shing equipments were carried?

They carried a �shing rod and spear.

3)  Did they pack food? Why?

They packed food as they would be active from dawn to dusk.
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